# Course numbers with the # symbol included (e.g. #400) have not been taught in the last 3 years.

**DLA #501 - Digital Creative Writing**  
**Credits:** 4  
This writing-intensive workshop teaches the basic principles of transmedia and multimedia creative writing. The course’s inductive, poetics-oriented approach to writing in virtual spaces allows for careful consideration of genre, hardware, software, accessibility, different compositional and dissemination models, emerging technology, post-internet cultural theory, and more. In addition to creative work, students will produce “white papers” outlining digital projects larger in size and scope than the workshop model can accommodate. No prior creative writing experience is required. May not be taken for credit if ENGL 595: Special Topics (Digital Creative Writing) has already been taken for credit.  
**Attributes:** Writing Intensive Course  
**Grade Mode:** Letter Grading